This figure shows the results for the 'collapsed' enrichment analysis. In the 'collapsed' enrichment analysis, each control or allele-specific SNV is counted once uniquely, as long as it occurs in at least one individual. We map variants associated with allele-specific binding (ASB; green) and expression (ASE; blue) to various categories of genomic annotations, such as coding DNA sequences (CDS), untranslated regions (UTRs), enhancer and promoter regions, to survey the human genome for regions more enriched in allelic behavior. Using the control non-allele-specific SNVs as the expectation, we compute the log odds ratio for ASB and ASE SNVs separately, via Fisher's exact tests. The number of asterisks depicts the degree of significance (Bonferroni-corrected): *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01; ***, p<0.001. For each transcription factor (TF) in AlleleDB, we also calculate the log odds ratio of ASB SNVs in promoters, providing a proxy of allele-specific regulatory role for each available TF. Genes known to be mono-allelically expressed such as imprinted and MHC genes (CDS regions) are highly enriched for both ASB and ASE SNVs. The actual log odds ratio of ASB SNVs in imprinted genes, both ASB and ASE SNVs in immunoglobulin genes and ASE SNVs for MHC genes are indicated on the bars.
Supplementary Figure 3 -Consistent ASE calling (by ethnicity)
This figure shows the number of accessible (transparent-colored bars) and ASE SNVs (opaque-colored bars with black boundaries) per individual, grouped and colored by population: CEU (blue), CHB (orange), FIN (magenta), GBR (red), JPT (yellow), TSI (grey) and YRI (green). The CEU trio are represented by the three spikes at the far left. In general, the YRI have more accessible and ASE sites, probably because they have higher number of heterozygous SNVs in their genomes. The number of ASE sites in addition to the proportion with regards to their accessible sites per individual are relatively consistent.
Supplementary Figure 4 -High reproducibility of ASE calling
This figure shows the replication of AS calls between technical replicates. We randomly sampled two subsets of 245M ('M' denotes 'million of reads') from a pooled RNA-seq dataset of NA12878, without replacement, i.e. these two sets are mutually exclusive. We then run the AlleleDB pipeline. The Venn diagram shows that the calls between the replicates are very comparable (>75% overlap), demonstrating that our calls reproduce very well.
Supplementary Figure 5 -Replication of ASE calls with increasing read depth
This figure shows the replication of AS calls at increasing read depths. We randomly subsampled subsets of various read coverage from a pooled RNA-seq dataset of NA12878 -100M, 200M, 300M, 400M and 490M ('M' denotes 'million of reads') -such that each smaller pool of reads is a direct subset of the larger sets, with 490M denoting the entire set of reads. For instance, 100M is a subset of all the other sets. We then ran the AlleleDB pipeline. We show that >82% ASE sites are consistent in at least 2 subsets, with very small number of sites unique to each set. This table shows the heterogeneity in the eight studies performing allele-specific analyses using different tools and parameters, e.g. read mapping with a range of read aligners, alignment to different reference genomes and variations of statistical tests in detecting the allele-specific variants. We uniformly processed the tools and parameters in AlleleDB.
Supplementary Overdispersed* 186 90 955 32 1,141 *We define an "overdispersed" ChIP-seq dataset as those with ρ ≥ 0.3, while an "overdispersed" RNA-seq dataset is defined more strictly by ρ ≥ 0.125, which is one standard deviation more than the mean overdispersion in the RNA-seq datasets in our processing.
This table shows the number of individual datasets being flagged and segregated due to insufficient reads and due to having an "overdispersed" allelic ratio distribution. This table shows the number of uniquely mapped maternal (column 2) and paternal (column 3) reads that overlap a certain number of heterozygous SNVs (column 1) from an example dataset from NA12878 CTCF ChIP-seq assay. ~97% of reads that map uniquely to the maternal or paternal haplotype overlap only 1 heterozygous SNV. On average, we find that >90% of uniquely mapped reads that overlap any heterozygous SNVs at all, overlap only 1 heterozygous SNV.
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